We study the topological string partition function of a class of toric, double elliptically fibered Calabi-Yau threefolds XN,M at a generic point in the Kähler moduli space. These manifolds engineer little string theories in five dimensions or lower and are dual to stacks of M5-branes probing a transverse orbifold singularity. Using the refined topological vertex formalism, we explicitly calculate a generic building block which allows to compute the topological string partition function of XN,M as a series expansion in different Kähler parameters. Using this result we give further explicit proof for a duality found previously in the literature, which relates XN,M ∼ X N ,M for N M = N M and gcd(N, M ) = gcd(N , M ).
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the study of little string theories (LSTs) has received renewed interest: first proposed two decades ago [1] [2] [3] [4] (see [5, 6] for a review), during the last years, the construction of LSTs from various M-brane constructions and their dual geometric description in F-theory [7] has led to a better understanding of supersymmetric quantum theories in six dimensions. Moreover, in the process new and unexpected dualities have been unravelled. The geometric description of these in terms of F-theory compactification on Calabi-Yau threefolds has been particularly useful in understanding various stringy properties such as LST T-duality [2, 8, 9] .
A particular class of LSTs, dual to N M5-branes transverse to a Z M orbifold, preserving eight supercharges can be realized in F-theory using toric, non-compact CalabiYau manifolds denoted by X N,M [10, 11] . The latter have the structure of a double elliptic fibration, in which one elliptic fibration has a singularity of type I N −1 and the other one of I M −1 . The exchange of the two elliptic fibrations is related to the T-duality of LST [7, 11] . Moreover, using for example the refined topological vertex formalism, the topological string partition function Z N,M on X N,M can be computed explicitly [11] . By analysing the web diagrams associated with X N,M , it was shown in [12] that X N,M ∼ X N ,M for M N = M N and gcd(M, N ) = k = gcd(M , N ), i.e. the two Calabi-Yau threefolds lie in the same extended Kähler moduli space and can be related by flop transitions. The partition function of the two dual theories should be the same and so it was expected that the topological string partition function of X N,M and X N ,M should be the same i.e. , we explicitly confirm Eq.(I.1) for gcd(N, M ) = 1, thus verifying the duality proposed in [12] explicitly at the level of the partition function.
This paper is organised as follows. In section 2, we discuss the (N, M ) = (3, 2) case in detail and show that it is dual to the (6, 1) case, i.e. related by a combination of flop and symmetry transforms. We also discuss the relation between the general (N, M ) and (k, M N/k) case. In section 3, we calculate the partition function of the (3, 2) case and show that, after a change of Kähler parameters, it is equal to the partition function of the (6, 1) configuration. In section 4, we discuss the open string amplitudes which make up the building block for generic brane configurations. We also discuss the general "twisted" (1, L) case, which is related by flop transitions to the standard (1, L) case. In section 5, we present our conclusions and future directions. Some of the detailed calculations and our notation and conventions are relegated to three appendices.
II. LITTLE STRINGS AND DUAL BRANE WEBS
At low energies, a stack of N coincident M5-branes engineers a six-dimensional N = (2, 0) superconformal field theory of A N −1 -type. Upon replacing the R 5 transverse to the M5-branes by an R trans × R 4 /Z M orbifold geometry, the world-volume theory on the branes becomes an N = (1, 0) SCFT. One may move away from the conformal point by separating the M5-branes along the transverse R trans , as massive states appear in the form of M2-branes that end on the separated M5-branes. Note that if R trans is compactified to a circle S 1 ρ of circumference ρ so that the M5-branes are points on S 1 ρ , then the theory arising on the M5-branes (whether coincident or not) gives rise to a LST whose defining scale is ρ.
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As a next step, we compactify the worldvolume of the M5-branes on a circle S 1 τ of circumference τ . This Mbrane configuration is dual [13] to a (p, q) 5-brane web in type IIB string theory given by N coincident NS5-branes wrapped on S 1 τ that intersect with M coincident D5-branes wrapped on S 1 ρ . Turning on deformations which separate the intersections of NS5-branes and D5-branes and stretching the NS5-D5 bound-state branes [14] yields the brane web shown in Fig. 1 . Finally, this brane web in type IIB string theory is dual to a toric Calabi-Yau threefold [15] , which was first studied in [11] and was denoted by X N,M , and provides a more geometric description of the theory via F-theory compactification [16, 17] . A general classification of toric and non-toric base manifolds in F-theory models was discussed in [18, 19] and, more recently, in [20] . For general properties of topological strings on elliptic Calabi-Yau threefolds, see [21] [22] [23] . More precise labelings will be given for concrete examples below (see e.g. Fig. 2(a) ).
The brane web shown in Fig. 1 has 3N M parameters, related to the sizes of various line segments corresponding to the 5-branes. Specifically, we denote the parameters associated with horizontal (green) lines as h = {h 1 , . . . , h N M }, with vertical (red) lines as v = {v 1 , . . . , v N M } and with diagonal (blue) lines as m = {m 1 , . . . , m N M }. Out of these, only N M + 2 are independent (after imposing a number of consistency conditions related to the the periodic identification of the web diagram [24] ). In the dual Calabi-Yau threefold X N,M , these (N M +2) parameters are independent Kähler moduli. For a discussion of the geometry of X N,M and the corresponding mirror curves, see [25] .
The supersymmetric or BPS-state counting partition function of the above mentioned LST can be computed as the topological string partition function Z N,M (h, v, m, 1 , 2 ) of X N,M . The latter depends on the Kähler parameters of X N,M (taking into account that only N M + 2 of them are independent) as well as two regularisation parameters 1,2 introduced to render the partition function well-defined. From the perspective of the field theory that describes the low-energy limit of the LST engineered by X N,M , these parameters can be interpreted geometrically as the Ω-background [26, 27] . The quantization of the Kähler parameters in units of unrefined , which correspond to Coulomb branch parameters [28] , leads to a description of the partition function in terms of an irreducible representation of an affine group. For details, see [29] .
Given the web diagram, Z N,M can be computed efficiently using the (refined) topological vertex formalism: to this end, a preferred direction in the web needs to be chosen, which from the perspective of LSTs determines the parameters that play the role of coupling constants. Concretely, different choices of the preferred direction lead to different (but equivalent) power series expansions of Z N,M in terms of either h, v or m. In this paper, we shall use this fact to prove a duality (that was first proposed in [12] ) at the level of the partition function for generic values of the Kähler parameters: indeed, it was argued in [12] that X N,M and X N ,M are related to each other through a series of SL(2, Z) symmetry and flop transformations if N M = N M and gcd(N, M ) = k = gcd(N , M ). This suggests that
where the duality map (h, v, m) −→ (h , v , m ) was proposed in [12] (see also appendix C for an example), taking into account the consistency conditions on both sides. The relation (II.1) was tested in [12] (based on a conjecture put forward in [30] ) at a particular region in the Kähler moduli space of X N,M (with h i = h j , v i = v j and m i = m j for i, j = 1, . . . , N M ) and the Nekrasov-Shatashvili limit 2 → 0 [31, 32] . In the following, by computing Z N,M at a generic point in the Kähler moduli space, we give explicit evidence of (II.1) in general. However, for simplicity, we shall limit ourselves to gcd(N, M ) = 1.
III. PARTITION FUNCTION OF (3, 2) CASE
As checking (II.1) is rather complicated for generic (N, M ), before presenting the generic case in the following section, we first discuss as a (nontrivial) example the case (N, M ) = (3, 2). Specifically, we shall demonstrate in the following that
where ω and ω denote the (independent) Kähler parameters of X N,M and X N ,M , respectively. We shall verify (III.1) explicitly at a generic point in the moduli space of Kähler parameters by performing a novel expansion of the left hand side of this relation.
A. Consistency Conditions and Parametrisation
The web diagram of X 3,2 is shown in Fig. 2(a) and the Kähler parameters labelling various rational curves are given by
Of these 18 parameters, however, only 8 are independent: indeed, for each of the six compact divisors of X 3,2 (each of which is a P 1 × P 1 blown up at two points), we have two consistency conditions. These conditions arise because each compact divisor (represented as a hexagon in the web) has six rational curves which are toric divisors of P 1 × P 1 blown up at two points but only four of these are independent. Explicitly, we therefore obtain the following conditions:
The above conditions indeed leave 8 independent parameters. However, there is a priori an ambiguity in choosing the latter. A suitable parametrisation can be found by comparison with the web diagram of X 6,1 in Fig. 3 , which has been shown in [12] to be dual to X 3,2 by flop and symmetry transforms. The (6, 1) diagram is parametrised in terms of the maximal set of variables (M, V, H 1,...,6 ), which satisfies all consistency conditions. Through the explicit duality map found in [12] , we can also express the (h, v, m) of the (3, 2) web diagram in terms of (M, V, H 1,...,6 )
(III.9)
One can indeed check that (III.9) identically satisfies (III.3) -(III.8). Moreover, as we shall discuss in the following, the parametrisation (III.9) is crucial for showing the identity (III.1). To this end, we first review the topological string partition function of X 6,1 in the following. The (6, 1) web is shown in Fig. 3 in which the Kähler parameters are also labelled. Here, the parameters (M, V, H 1,...,6 ) are the same that appear in (III.9) (after applying the duality map proposed in [12] ). Furthermore, the partition function Z 6,1 was explicitly calculated in [10, 24, 33] using the (refined) topological vertex [34, 35] . The latter has a preferred direction which can be chosen in different ways to obtain different series expansions of Z 6,1 . For example, choosing the preferred direction to be vertical (i.e. along the (0, 1)-direction in the web diagram in Fig. 3 ), the topological string partition function takes the form
where we adopted the following definitions
and
The summation is over integer partitions α 1,..., 6 and ϑ µν is defined in equation (A.3) in appendix A. . This configuration is obtained [12] by performing a flop transformation on the line segments hi and vi (for i = 1, . . . , 6) (and a combination of additional symmetry transforms) in the original diagram in the left portion of Fig. 2 . Notice that the parameters (M, V, H1,...,6) are the same as in Fig. 2 .
From the viewpoint of independent variables (M, V, H 1,...,6 ), the (vertical) partition function (III.10) is written as a power series expansion in Q V , since neither of the ϑ-functions depends on V . Thus, in order to match (III.1) order by order in Q V , we have to write Z 3,2 in a similar fashion. Upon inspection of (III.9), this can indeed be achieved by choosing the preferred direction of the refined topological vertex to be along (1, 1) (i.e. diagonally in the web diagram in Fig. 2(a) ). Indeed, in this manner, the partition function is seen to take the form
where α 1,...,6 are integer partitions. Furthermore, we used the notation (for i = 1, . . . , 6)
together with (III.11). The coefficient W α4 α5 α6 α1 α2 α3 α1 α2 α3 α4 α5 α6
shall be computed in the following. As neither h nor v depend on V , (III.13) is also a series expansion in e −V , which can be compared order by order to (III.10) thereby allowing to verify (III.1).
To our knowledge, while the topological string partition function has been studied in recent literature [10-12, 24, 29, 30, 33] , diagonal expansions of the form (III.13) for Z N,M have not been studied so far. From geometric perspective, this expansion has a very natural interpretation: as the vertical and horizontal legs of the (3, 2) web diagram are pairwise glued together, the corresponding Newton polygon should be considered on a torus, equivalently, a tiling of the plane should be considered with the fundamental domain (the tile) given in Fig. 2(b) . The choice of fundamental domain, however, is not unique and different choices lead to different (but equivalent) presentations of the web. An alternative such choice is shown in Fig. 4(a) . Indeed, the green region contains all 12 faces exactly once. This new fundamental domain, however, gives rise to an equivalent representations of the web as given in the Fig. 4(b) , which we refer to as the "twisted" (6, 1) web. After an SL(2, Z) transformation, this twisted (6, 1) web becomes very similar to the (6, 1) web in Fig. 3 except that the upper diagonal and lower diagonal legs that are glued together are not aligned (Indeed, it was shown in [12] that, by a combination of symmetry and flop transforms, the twisted (6, 1) web can be converted into the standard (6, 1) web which is shown in Fig. 3 ).
D. Diagonal Partition Function
Using the presentation of (3, 2) diagram shown in Fig. 4 (b), it remains to compute the coefficient W α4 α5 α6 α1 α2 α3 α1 α2 α3 α4 α5 α6 in (III.13) to obtain Z 3,2 . To facilitate this computation (and also to explain the structure of the α i that appear in this expression), we redraw With this notation, we have the following expression for W in terms of the refined topological vertex
Information of our conventions regarding integer partitions (and functional identities which shall be important in the following) is compiled in appendix A, and the refined topological vertex C µνρ (q, t) is defined in (B.1). Using the expression for the latter, we can write (III.15) as (a) where s µ/ν are (skew) Schur functions (see [36] for the definition). The partitions in (III.16) are cyclically identified (e.g. η i+6 = η i ) and variables are defined as
Using the identities given in Appendix A, we can write Eq.(III.16) in the form (see Appendix B for details)
where θ 1 is the Jacobi-theta function
∅∅∅∅∅∅ is a normalisation factor (see [10, 33] and Eq.(IV.11) for L = 6 below). Furthermore, the arguments of theta functions are given bŷ
with the shorthand notation
In order to verify the relation (III.1), we have to compare (III.13) with (III.10). To this end, we first express the arguments of θ 1 -functions in (III.18) in terms of the parameters (V, M, H i ) and using Eq. (III.9):
as well as
The prefactor in Eq. (III.18) then becomes t q
Furthermore, we can change the arguments of the θ 1 -functions in Eq. (III.15) using the following identity of Jacobi theta functions under the shift by an integer n:
In this manner, Eq. (III.15) can be written as
where we combined the θ 1 -functions into ϑ-functions which are defined in Appendix A (using also Eq. (A.9)). Thus, the whole partition function
(III. 21) We see that this agrees with the partition function . This result provides a very strong support to the duality proposed in [12] .
IV. BUILDING BLOCK FOR GENERAL (N, M ) WEB
In the last section, we computed the partition function Z 3,2 at a generic point in the moduli space by choosing the preferred direction of the (refined) topological vertex along the diagonal. As we have seen, this leads to a series representation of Z 3,2 that was instrumental in proving the duality (III.1). In this section, we generalise this result to generic configurations of the type (N, M ). To this end, we first discuss the 'diagonal expansion' for generic (N, M ) and, in a second step, derive a building block (the generalisation of W in (III.13)) which allows the computation of Z N,M in full generality.
A. Diagonal Expansion of a Generic (N, M ) Web
The most direct way to understand generalisation of the diagonal expansion for a generic (N, M ) web is from the perspective of dual Newton polygon: if the external legs of the web in Fig. 1 were not glued together (i.e. mutually identified), the corresponding Newton polygon would be an N × M rectangle in which each 1 × 1 square is triangulated in the same way (as all the diagonal intervals are parallel). The gluing of external lines creates a periodic web, whose Newton polygon can be obtained by drawing the N ×M rectangle on the torus (i.e. gluing the parallel edges of N × M polygon). We can, however, also consider the periodic Newton polygon as a tiling of the plane in terms of basic N × M rectangle. This is shown for the case (3, 2) in Fig. 2(b) and more generically in Fig. 6(a) . In both cases, the grey region is the N × M rectangle that is dual to the web diagram of X N,M .
As in the (3, 2) case, however, the fundamental domain of a given tiling is not unique. Indeed, the green region in Fig. 6 (a) also contains all distinct faces of the Newton polygon, and is therefore a possible choice of the fundamental domain. However, the web diagram dual to this green region (drawn in Fig. 6(b) ) shows that X N,M can also be drawn as a (
but not with 'adjacent' external legs on opposite sides glued together. Indeed, the 'off-set' ∆ = δ/N can be read off by comparing the positions of the two red intervals in Fig. 6(a) and is given by the minimal (integer) solution to the diophantine equation
(IV.1)
We will call generic web diagrams with δ = 0 twisted, the twisted (6, 1) diagram being an example already encountered in the last section. Note, however, that twisted webs of the type Fig. 6 (b) can also be brought to the form of an untwisted ( N M k , k) web by a series of flop transitions [12] . It turns out, however, that the presentation of the (N, M ) web diagram as a twisted ( N M k , k) web is more suited for the computation of the partition function.
B. Generic Building Block
The twisted web diagram is decomposable into k = gcd(N, M ) basic strips (one of them is highlighted in orange color in Fig. 6 ) which are glued together along the diagonal intervals. We refer to these strips sometimes as 'staircase' diagrams and a generic such strip of length L (along with a suitable labelling of Kähler parameters associated with the various intervals, as well as integer partitions associated with the external diagonal legs) is shown in Fig. 7 . The open string amplitudes for such strips can be glued together to form the topological string partition function of X N,M (see [10] for the case X N,1 , [33] for X N,M with a non-maximal set of Kähler parameters and [24] for the limit in which one of the elliptic fibrations of X N,M degenerates). Below, we compute the generic building block associated with the strip in Fig. 7 at a generic point in moduli space, which allows to evaluate Z N,M at an arbitrary point in the Kähler moduli space. Using the refined topological vertex, we can express the generic building block for the strip in Fig. 7 as
where the prefactor is given bŷ
and the arguments of skew Schur functions are defined as this will be changed in section IV C, when we consider a specific gluing of the external lines of the staircase, as shown in Fig. 9 . For later convenience, we also introduce the parameters
for all i = 1, . . . , L. These are not all independent of each other, but satisfy the consistency condition
Comparing with the case (N, M ) = (3, 2) as discussed in the previous section, we note that the structure of (IV.2) is very similar to (III.16), except that the summation involves a larger number of integer partitions. We remark that physically, the sizes of the integer partitions labelling the fundamental building block
give the instanton charges of individual U (1)'s in the dual gauge theory. The dual gauge theory and the role of these partitions labelling the building block will be discussed in detail in [43] . However, as any given summand in Eq.(IV.2) still contains products of skew Schur functions which can be manipulated using the relations (A.7), we can follow the same steps as in appendix B to work out (IV.2). Specifically, due to the identification of the horizontal ends of the strip (denoted by a in Fig. 7) , we can generalise the recursion relation (B.6) for generic L, which allows us to write a product representation of (IV.2). As the computation is lengthy and very tedious, we refrain from giving the details of various steps and simply state the result in the following form
where for brevity we omitted an overall prefactor independent of the external legs, which will be fixed by the normalisation in the end. The modular parameter is given by
In (IV.7), the arguments x i , y i , w i and z i are given in Eq.(IV.4) and we have introduced the following shorthand notation
Finally, upon reinstating the appropriate normalisation factor W L (∅) (which is interpreted as the closed string amplitude and is defined below), Eq. (IV.7) can be written as follows (see Eq. (A.2) for the definition of functions
J αiαj (Q i,i−j q/t; q, t)J βj βi (Q i,j−i t/q; q, t) ,
where
While the numerator of (IV.10) can in principle be further simplified by combining the J αβ J βα into ϑ αβ following (A.5), a similar simplification for the denominator requires a gluing of the external legs. We therefore postpone these steps to the next section, where the latter is considered in detail.
There is a more intuitive way of understanding the structure of (IV.10). The open string amplitude in Eq. (IV.7) can be understood in terms of counting holomorphic curves in the presence of Lagrangian branes [37] . Recall that, if the external legs of the strip diagram are not glued (as in Fig. 7) , there are only two types of curves:
(i) curves with local geometry O(−1, −1) → P 1 (ii) curves with local geometry O(−2, 0) → P
1
If we place Lagrangian branes [38] on (pairs of) external legs of the web diagram, the curves contributing to the open string amplitude (IV.7) are of type (i) if the external legs are on different sides of the diagram and of type (ii) if they are on the same side, respectively. In the former case, for two external legs labelled by α i and β j , these curves are shown in Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(b) , respectively, and their contributions to the open string amplitude
The curves of type (ii) with branes on external legs on the same side labelled by α i , α j or β i , β j are shown in Fig. 8(b) and contribute to the open string amplitude,
Here, for all four cases − ln(Q) is the Kähler parameter associated with the only holomorphic curve in the geometry. In order to describe the area of this curve in terms of the Kähler parameters of the strip diagram, the parameters a 1,...,L and b 1,...,L in (IV.6) are very useful (see Fig. 7 ). In terms of the latter, we have for (IV.9)
(IV.14)
Note that gluing the external legs (as e.g. in Fig. 9 ) of the strip allows infinitely many holomorphic curve between any two external lines by going around the strip a number of times before ending. As there are no other holomorphic curves, the open string amplitude associated with the glued strip is an infinite product over the "winding" in addition to a product over distinct pairs of external legs. However, each pair of legs still gives rise to factors of the type shown in Eq. (IV.12) and Eq. (IV.13).
C. Twisted Strip and Duality for gcd(N, M ) = 1
Having computed the general building block in (IV.10), arbitrary partition functions of the type Z N,M can be computed by gluing several of the W together along the external lines. Depending on the choice of gluing parameters (and the orientation of the fundamental building block), we can obtain various different series expansions of Z N,M . Indeed, for the diagonal expansion, the gluing of several strips is indicated in Fig. 6(b) .
As a next step, we can use (IV.10) to verify explicitly (II.1), thus generalising our checks of (III.1) to more generic configurations. As the explicit computations are rather involved, we limit ourselves to cases with gcd(N, M ) = 1, in which the shifted web (shown in Fig. 6(b) ) takes the form of a single 'staircase' strip of length L = N M , whose external lines are glued with a shift δ given by eq. (IV.1). This configuration is schematically shown in Fig. 9 . As was explained in [12] , the duality X N,M ∼ X N M,1 (assuming gcd(N, M ) = 1) relies on iteratively using flop and symmetry transformations to change the twisted strip with shift δ > 0 into a twisted strip with shift δ = 0. While this procedure changes the individual intervals in the (twisted) web-diagram, it is expected that the partition function Z N,M remains invariant. In the following, we will show explicitly that the partition function is invariant under the transformations m1, α1 m2, α2 m3, α3
Strip of length L and shift δ with parametrisation suitable for the topological vertex computation.
that changes δ −→ δ + 1, which (by induction) explicitly proves (II.1) for gcd(N, M ) = 1.
Parametrisation
In this section, we consider a twisted web diagram of length L = N M in which the external (diagonal) legs are glued together (albeit with a shift δ), so not all line segments in Fig. 9 are independent one another. Instead, they have to satisfy the following consistency conditions
which leave a total of L + 2 independent parameters. Eliminating the m i from (IV.15), we obtain
which in terms of the variables (IV.6) corresponds to a i = b i+δ+1 , as has already been taken into account in Fig. 9 . There, we have also introduced the (diagonal) distance S between identified external legs, which is represented by the blue curve. In Fig. 9 , we chose to measure this distance between the diagonal intervals carrying the integer partition function α 1 and α t 1 , respectively. In fact, S is the same for any pair of identified legs (we adopt a notation where h i = h i+L and similarly a i = a i+L )
due to the consistency conditions (IV.15) and (IV.16). We can thus express the horizontal distances as h i = S − L k=δ+2 a i−k which, for the shorthand notation in (IV.14), implies that
With this notation, the partition function associated with the twisted diagram in Fig. 9 can be written as
Here, we have added the explicit superscript (δ) to indicate the partition function associated with the twisted web diagram with shift δ. We will show in the next section that δ in (IV.18) (for gcd(N, M ) = 1) can be arbitrarily shifted, provided that we apply the flop and symmetry transformation reviewed in appendix C to the Kähler parameters. Therefore Z
(δ)
L=N M,1 is in fact identical to Z N,M (ω, 1,2 ) up to an appropriate transformation of ω. It was proposed in [12] (and checked at a particular region in the moduli space) that this also holds for gcd(N, M ) > 1.
Furthermore, W in (IV.18) follows from the generic expression (IV.10) by identifying the partitions
where we recall that the latter are cyclically identified, i.e. α i = α i+L ). Concretely, we find
Here, we introduced
Furthermore, we have used the identities (A.5) and (A.6) to combine the J αβ in (IV.10) into ϑ-functions (cancelling the factorẐ in the process). The full partition function (IV.18) also depends on the parameters m i , which are not all independent. Indeed, by rewriting (IV.15) in terms of (independent) parameters S and a i , we get the following recursive relation for m i
This implies that only one of the L many parameters m i can be chosen to be independent. This freedom is parametrised by R (δ) : in Fig. 9 , it is shown as the vertical distance between the external legs labelled by the partition α 1 and α t 1 . Similar to the parameter S due to the consistency conditions (IV.15) (and equivalently (IV.22)), this length is the same for any pair of partitions (α i , α
We remark that (R (δ) , S, a 1,...,L ) are L + 2 = N M + 2 independent variables and therefore describe a maximally independent set of Kähler parameters for X N,M .
Flop Transformations
Our strategy for proving (II.1) for gcd(N, M ) = 1 is to show that
for the partition function defined in (IV.
is associated with a twisted web diagram (with shift δ + 1) that can be related to Fig. 9 through a series of flop and symmetry transformations, that also relate the Kähler parameters ω and ω . This duality was first discussed in detail in [12] and is reviewed in appendix C.
The parameters (IV.16) and (IV.17) in the transformed diagram are the same as those defined in the original diagram
Hence, the a i always parametrise the distance between two adjacent legs and S measures the vertical distance between two identified legs.
In order to show that (IV.23) holds, we first rewrite the building block (IV.20) in a way that makes the δ dependence explicit
where K = L − δ and the Q i,j are defined as follows
for the diagram obtained by flop and symmetry transformations rests in the three terms A, B and C. Their respective counterparts in the shifted diagram, denoted by A , B and C , are given by
where K = K −1 and δ = δ+1. The difference between A and A (respectively, B and B ) lies in the arguments of those ϑ-functions for which j−i = K (resp. i−j = δ+1): they differ by a factor of Q ρ . The difference between C and C is also a factor of Q ρ .
Finally, we also need to take account of the factors of Q mi that appear in the full partition function (IV.18).
In the flopped diagram, these are given by (see (C.4) )
where we defined Q ai = exp(− a i ). In order to show that the equality (IV.23) holds, we now show that the differ-
L,1 (ω , 1 , 2 ) can be canceled by merely applying the shift identity (III.19) to the ϑ-functions mentioned above in (IV.26).
First, we consider the case when the twist in the external legs is δ = L. Shifting the required ϑ-functions to regain the ϑ-structure of the δ = L − 1 strip gives
The prefactors in (IV.28) resulting from the shift identity combine with (IV.26) and (IV.27) to reproduce the expression for Z
The computations when δ = L are more involved, so we will simply sketch them. Below we present the ϑ-
. We need to distinguish different cases depending on the partition α i in question. For the sake of clarity, we focus only on terms resulting from shifts that come to the power |α i | in each separate case.
1. For i ≤ min(K , δ ), we shift the following ϑ-functions
2. For i > max(K , δ ), we shift the following ϑ-functions
3. For min(K , δ ) < i ≤ max(K , δ ), we need to distinguish between two cases:
(a) When K > δ we shift
In each case, the factors resulting from shifting the ϑ-functions combine with (IV.26) and (IV.27) to reproduce the expression for Z 
where the Kähler parameters (h, v, m) and (h , v , m ) are related by the duality map implied by (C.4). This proves (II.1) for gcd(N, M ) = 1. As was already argued in [12] , this behavior is expected to hold also for gcd(N, M ) > 1, however, extending the above computations to these cases is technically more involved and will be left for forthcoming study.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we studied the topological string partition functions of double elliptically fibered Calabi-Yau threefolds X N,M that give rise to a class of LSTs with 8 supercharges via F-theory compactification. We have shown by an explicit example that X 3,2 and X 6,1 , which are related by flop and symmetry transforms, have the same topological string partition function, hence providing an explicit proof of the duality proposed in [12] between X N,M and X N M k ,k (k = gcd(N, M )). Indeed, while the case discussed here were characterised by gcd(N, M ) = 1 (in order to simplify the computations), we expect the duality to straightforwardly extend also to gcd(N, M ) > 1 on general grounds [39] [40] [41] [42] .
A logically natural question is whether the diagonal expansion of Z N,M , performed in this paper, can also be interpreted as an instanton expansion of a new gauge theory engineered from the X N,M web. As we will discuss in [43] , this turns out indeed the case. The parameters m i can be expressed in terms of coupling constants of a quiver gauge theory related by U-dualities to the usual quiver theory on the compactified M5-branes dual to X N,M . The dual gauge theories coming from the horizontal and vertical description of the X N,M brane web, discussed in [11] , together with this new dual gauge theory associated with the same web gives us a "triality" of quiver gauge theories.
The Calabi-Yau threefolds X N,M are resolution of Z N × Z M orbifold of X 1,1 . Therefore, another very interesting and natural question is whether similar duality related by flop transitions can be obtained for different types of orbifolds where Z N × Z M is replaced by Γ 1 × Γ 2 , with Γ 1 , Γ 2 some other discrete subgroups of SU (2).
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Appendix A: Notation and Useful Identities
In this appendix, we first introduce some of our notation and provide some useful computational identities. We start by introducing some notation concerning integer partitions. Given an integer partition λ, we denote its transpose by λ t . We define
where l(λ) is the length of the partition (i.e. the number of non-zero terms). We also introduce the following functions that are indexed by two integer partitions µ and ν:
We further define
where (with x = e 2πiz and Q ρ = e 2πiρ )
ϑ(x; ρ) = (x
Pairs of J µν -functions can be combined into ϑ µν -functions in Eq. (A.3) by utilizing the following identities
In performing the calculations in Section III and Section IV, we utilized a number of computational identities. Firstly, we found the following two identities helpful for performing sums of skew Schur functions (see [36] (page 93))
Secondly, we also used the following identities between products over integer partitions and infinite products [36] ∞ i,j=1
Finally, we also recall the following identity [44] ,
In this appendix, we present details of the calculation of the building block W for the computation of the diagonal expansion of Z 3,2 , which is introduced in Eq. (III.15) . Using the definition of the refined topological vertex
where s µ/ν are skew Schur functions and
the expression (III.15) can be written in the form (III. 16 ).
In what follows, we denote the whole set of variables as bold expressions, i.e. x = {x i } i=1,..., 6 and, for simplicity, we shall not consider the prefactorẐ in (III.16): indeed, the summation over the skew Schur function in (III.16) can be written in the form
We can perform the sum over skew Schur functions using a method similar to those in [10] : repeatedly using the identities (A.7) for summing skew Schur functions, we can write:
where we introduced the notationQ i = Q hi Q vi and
Thus, in (B.4), we find an expression similar to the expression (B.3) except for the difference that the partitions have been shifted, e.g. the Schur functions for i = 1 have been replaced in the following fashion
By repeating this procedure multiple times, we again obtain the quantity G defined in (B.3), up to a prefactor P 1 (The precise form of P 1 turns out not to be important) and a shift of all arguments, as (1 −Q k ) −1 .
We thus obtain G(x, y, w, z) 8) where the multiplicative prefactor can be worked out to be In this appendix, we recapitulate a series of flop and symmetry transforms of a twisted web diagram of length L with generic shift δ (as shown in Fig. 9 and equivalently in Fig. 10 , along with a labelling of all relevant parameters and integer partitions) that relate it to a twisted web diagram of the same length but with shift δ + 1. The duality between the two twisted web diagrams was first discussed in [12] . It can be applied iteratively to obtain a web diagram with shift δ = 0, which was used in [12] to argue for a duality between X N,M and X N ,M for N M = N M and gcd(N, M ) = k = gcd(N , M ). Here, we are primarily interested in the case gcd(N, M ) = 1.
We start out by performing an SL(2, Z) transformation of the twisted web diagram in Fig. 9 , whose result is shown in Fig. 10 . This does not change the Kähler parameters, as indicated in Fig. 10 .
As the next step, we perform a flop transformation on the intervals {h 2 , . . . , h L }. After suitable cutting and re-gluing, the twisted web can be presented in the form shown in Fig. 11 . Notice that not only h i −→ −h i for i = 2, . . . , L, but also the remaining parameters have changed according to
which reflect how the various intervals are connected to the ones that are being flopped.
As the final step, performing a flop transformation of h 1 , we get the web shown in Fig. 12 , which is a twisted web diagram with shift δ + 1. Concerning the parameters that are associated with the individual line segments in the web, we have 
